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Following the success of our popular Pink Flamingos Gift Set, this humorous little incarnation of the
classic, kitschy lawn ornament will be at home anywhere from the backyard posy patch to the office
desktop. Rumored to bring a bit oâ€™ luck to the owner, the colorful garden gnome will, at the very
least, bring a smile.
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Have you ever seen a gnome so small? He's perfect for your indoor winter garden or a small
summer garden - how about the pot of flowers on your balcony? Plus, the tiny book has a great,
short summary of all the essential gnome information condensed into a pocket sized book. Sure,
you can get alot more information in greater depth from another book, but all the essentials are
here. If you know someone who likes gnomes, this would be a great gift. If you are curious about
gnomes, this would be a great starting place.

The mail just arrived and lo and behold! A package for me from my best friend. Inside to be found
was a small fellow in a box. Joy! Alas, my very own gnome visitor. I have long wanted to entertain
such a guest. My best friend, sharing a fondness for gnomes herself kindly sent the surprise of the
trial-size wee gnome. The booklet included is fun to read to educate yourself in the wee gnome
tradition. If you are seeking to cultivate this interest with small steps you may enjoy a wee gnome,

too!

Chromie my Gnomie has been nearly everywhere with me. He's traveled the far reaches of Europe
and most of my escapades in AK. He's been lost in hostels, found cavorting with SEVERAL
Australian college girls, completely shnockered in Prague, caked in salo in L'viv, cooked with squid
in Split, and had a kidney stolen in Paris. But his cheery smile never ceases and his flower basket is
always overflowing!

Just got mine in the mail yesterday. Carry it around with me for good luck. It's very adorable, and
quite delightful. All of my friends think I'm absolutely insane for carrying a garden gnome around
with me, but psh to them, I'm in love with the little guy.

My boyfriend and I took this little guy on our recent trip to Europe and he was awesome, very
portable and handy. He makes photos much much more entertaining. Though I do caution that if
you put him down in a train station in Rome and then get distracted, it is very devastating when you
forget him there. Good thing I got another one!

My friend & I both got one of these for Christmas and I love it. It's too cute to put outside though I
keep my in my kitchen window.

I ordered one of these a couple of years ago and now have one to give to the newest gnome lover
in the family. I can hardly wait until Christmas to give it. (The nine year old thinks mine moves.
Similar to Elf on the Shelf, only year round and much cheaper) ðŸ˜€ Makes for some lively
conversations.

We got this for our neighbor who has a gnome addiction. My 3 year old son and I played "gnome
fairy" and snuck it into her garden - amongst 15 or so other gnome friends. We left the book by her
back door with a little "fairy dust" (glitter) trail. She's mentioned it to us, but has no idea where it
came from!!! Mission accomplished :) Adorable whether you collect gnomes or not. Cute little
random act of kindness gift.
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